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How to Use the RFI Reporting (RFI) Guide

This Reporting Guide provides organizations with the information needed to prepare high quality RFI reports that can be certified with the RFI logo. The RFI Reporting Guide aims to support organizations to become fairer, more efficient partners in research and innovation that have more impact.

The core of the Research Fairness Initiative is an understanding of the characteristics and measures that organisations need to have to be or become better partners in collaborative research and innovation. Through wide consultations, the RFI Core has been distilled down to three ways of ensuring fairness: fairness of opportunity, fair process, and fair sharing of benefits, costs and outcomes.

Each of these 'domains' has five major topics on which reporting needs to be done – and, in turn, each topic is assessed by three indicators. In total, the current RFI has 3 domains, 15 topics and 45 indicators. The full list is provided in the RFI Summary Guide document.

As the RFI is designed as continuously evolving instrument. Based on the learning done as more and more institutions and organisations are adopting the RFI Report as an essential part of engaging in research, it is anticipated that the nature and structure of the RFI will change over time. Every RFI user can participate in improving and updating the RFI. More can be found in the RFI Governance and Management document.

Reporting requirements

High quality reporting is done by providing quantitative and qualitative information on each of the 45 indicators that jointly make up the RFI.

Comprehensive reporting on each indicator is done in three tranches:

1. Provide specific answers as required under each topic.
2. Provide supportive documentation to substantiate your answers in item 1.
3. Provide your short- and medium-term plans for further improvement of your organisation’s actions related to this particular indicator/topic. It is a strategic benefit for your own organization and for prospective partners – to see how future collaborations will be implemented.
Comprehensive reporting on each domain requires one more step:

4. **Provide any other information on other practices your organization employs to improve research collaborations.** This is a place where you can share and publish organizational best practices with practical examples, case studies and more – actions that may have been missed in the answers above that respond to very specific questions. This section allows showcasing of the many other ways stakeholders invent and use to improve research partnerships.

For each domain:

- Supplement the information provided for each indicator with any other good partnership practices or actions used or promoted by your organisation

**RFI Reporting: what happens next?**

Once all information is presented as outlined above, the result is an “**Internal RFI Report**” – produced by those appointed by the organisation’s executive to their ‘RFI Committee’ and presented annually to the executive for consideration and action.

- It is very likely that organisations cannot provide all information for each indicator. This is actually one of the beneficial effects of writing the RFI report – it shows where the organization needs to improve or take action.

- This is also the rationale why the third requirement for reporting on each indicator is focused on intended short- and medium-term actions.

**Validation** of the internal report as an **RFI Compliant Report** happens once the organization provides a copy of the complete report to the RFI Secretariat. **Validation – at this stage of the RFI – means that reports are compliant with reporting requirements as outlined in this RFI Reporting Guide.** If the report is produced this manner, the RFI Secretariat will allow the organization to use the RFI logo on its report and other public spaces – as proof of RFI compliant reporting. Organizations are then able to produce and to disseminate their own RFI Reports – to partners or the public at large. **Certification, for now, is provided for the reporting quality.**

The RFI Secretariat will also publish the names of organisations that are currently RFI users and their reports on the RFI portal.

For detailed and practical information on how best to constitute the RFI Committee and produce the RFI Report, please see the **RFI Process Management** document.
RFI Reporting Guide: Flow Diagram

- **DOMAIN of FAIRNESS**
  - 1. Fairness of Opportunity
  - 2. Fair Process
  - 3. Fair Sharing of Benefits, Costs and Outcomes

- **TOPIC**
  - A total of 15 Topics, with 5 Topics per RFI Domain

- **INDICATOR**
  - A total of 45 Indicators, with 3 Indicators per RFI Topic

- **REQUIREMENTS for REPORTING**
  - Three ways to report on each indicator:
    - 1. Your own report - according to specifications
    - 2. Attach relevant documentation
    - 3. State plans for improvement in the next 1-2 years
**RFI DOMAIN 1: FAIRNESS OF OPPORTUNITY**

*Domain 1 aims to improve the participation of all concerned in research at relevant stages of study development* – often well before research even begins. Increasing fairness in the opportunity that stakeholders have to influence studies or research programmes at the stage or stages where it most impacts on their own ability to learn, contribute or participate, provides a sound foundation for respect in the current and future research partnerships. Fairness of opportunity sets the scene for the fair and efficient research conduct and the fair and efficient sharing of costs and benefits later on. Partnerships with increasing respect for the interests and limitations of other partners last longer, work more efficiently, and create more resilience to overcome inevitable partnership stress productively.

**TOPIC 1. RELEVANCE TO COMMUNITIES – in which research is done**

*Why is ‘relevance to communities’ a Reporting Topic?*

Focusing on the explicit national or institutional research priorities of partner/host institutions or countries maximizes the potential for equality in research partnerships, from research preparation to conduct, to sharing benefits. Addressing the extent to which the research or innovation being undertaken is relevant to local communities can increase chances of translating important issues into sustainable solutions. Collaborative research that does not align with local interests risks fragmenting scarce expertise and resources of host countries or institutions.

**Definitions**

*Relevance to the population in which research is conducted*: the justification for investing in research is that it may lead to ‘new knowledge’ that is generic and can be of global benefit. Where it involves human and animal participation, there is a well-developed body of research ethics guidelines that outline what are acceptable risks and benefits to these participants. Research ethics guidelines deal only very marginally with risks and benefits to communities in which research is conducted, and do deal hardly or not at all with risks and benefits of research on national research system capacities. This topic intends to make explicit what collaborative research does or should do to optimize the capacity that countries or populations have to use research collaborations to further their own research system, competitiveness and contributions to national development plans.

**Existing Solution(s)**

- Adhering to stated international principles such as the principles of Alignment and Harmonization outlined in the Paris Declaration.¹
- Support host countries and institutions to set and regularly update their priorities in health, health research and innovation, and communicate these clearly.² ³ ⁴ ⁵ ⁶
- Developing mutually acceptable agreements that can also deal with future priorities to ensure that this challenge does not result in stifling growth, innovation or expansion into other areas.⁷
- Visit the RFI website to see an increasing body of existing solutions, practices, and guidelines that you may want to incorporate in your organisation’s research partnerships: http://rfi.cohred.org

---

INDICATORS for topic 1

1.1.1. Research priorities in communities where research is being conducted.

1.1.1.A. Describe if and how does your organisation determine the health and health research priorities of countries and populations in which you conduct research?

1.1.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance to research leaders in your organisation on how to establish and deal with local and national research priorities in partner settings, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.1.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of addressing the research priorities of communities and countries where collaborative research is being conducted?

1.1.2. Actions if there are no research priorities.

1.1.2.A. How does your organization proceed when – with reasonable efforts – it cannot find “credibly set and regularly updated” health and health research priorities for the population concerned?

1.1.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance to research leaders in your organisation on how to proceed if there are not research priorities, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.1.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of conducting research in situations where there is no clearly formulated research agenda? If you provide efforts to support countries or regions to develop their research agenda as part of your engagement, please state that here and provide examples.

1.1.3. Justification to research low priority topics.

1.1.3.A. If it is decided that a research programme does not directly address one of the top 10 health research priorities of the population in which research will be conducted, how does your organization justify the choice of this population?

1.1.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance to research leaders in your organisation on how to proceed if the research they are leading does not address local or national research priorities, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.1.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of conducting research in situations where the research your conduct does not clearly address the research agenda?
TOPIC 2. EARLY ENGAGEMENT OF PARTNERS

Why is ‘early engagement of all partners’ a Reporting Topic?
Deciding on each partner’s aims, methods and implementation goals and plans for participating in specific research collaborations at an early stage of the partnership is crucial to achieving mutual understanding on roles, responsibilities and contributions of individuals and institutions involved. It increases a sense of ownership and commitment resulting in increased performance and less disruptions.

Definitions
Partner engagement: An agreement made between all partners of roles, responsibilities and contributions made by individuals and/or institutions involved in the collaboration. It is negotiated rather than simply specified by a lead partner, research sponsor of business. It is done in writing and all partners have copies.

Existing Solution(s)
Research Partnerships Agreements come in many forms and formats, in almost all fields of scientific endeavour. Find them on the web, on the RFI website, or from your partners. They can take the form of formal contracts, Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) or Memoranda of Agreement (MOA), individual documents. There are no internationally acceptable standards at this stage – but many countries, institutions, research funders and businesses use proprietary agreements.  

INDICATORS for topic 2

1.2.1. Relationship between the ‘main/lead/sponsoring’ and ‘other’ partners.

1.2.1.A. Often there is one main partner – deciding on focus, financing or implementation or any combination. Other partners are then included as essential to achieve the research goals of the main partner. What is your organisation’s policy and approach for early engagement of partners, enabling them to influence focus, financing and implementation? Describe clearly how your organisation deals with partners that mainly provide access to study populations and contribute much less to expertise, financing or focus.

1.2.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on dealing with inequality in partnerships, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.2.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of dealing fairly and productively with the relationships in unequal partnerships?

---

8 There are many examples of partnership agreements in all field of science. A rare evaluation of impact of such agreements an be found in: Evaluation of the research partnership agreements program summary report. Bearing Point. http://www.nserc-crg.gc.ca_/doc/Reports-Rapports/evaluations/eval_e.pdf
1.2.2. SOPs for partner inclusion in study design.

1.2.2.A. Describe how and in what stage of design your organisation includes all partners in the decision making of study design and the development of study protocols and programmes?

1.2.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on (early) engagement of all partners, irrespective of their actual contribution in the study, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.2.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of early engagement and inclusion of partners in decision making?

1.2.3. SOPs for supportive actions to partners.

1.2.3.A. Does your organisation have a standardized approach to identify areas of strength and weakness in partners included in research programmes, and, if so, what actions follow identification of gaps in expertise to design and implement studies? In instances where you are the ‘weak partner’ – describe how your organisation requires capacity building efforts for your own institution as part of the partnership agreement.

1.2.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on supportive actions, especially to low and middle income country partners, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.2.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of early engagement and inclusion of partners in decision making?
TOPIC 3. MAKING CONTRIBUTIONS OF ALL PARTNERS EXPLICIT – Fair Research Contracting

Why is ‘making contributions of all partners explicit’ a Reporting Topic?
The essence of high quality partnerships is good contracting. Many of the conditions conducive to good research and innovation partnerships can be arranged through expert contract negotiation. In most research partnerships, the expertise needed for negotiations and contracting is highly skewed.

Definitions
Adequate contracting competence: The capacity to be able to negotiate and conclude high quality and precise contracts between two or more partners – while ensuring fair contribution and fair value of the partnerships for one’s own organization. Making contributions explicit does involve written agreements, MOUs or contracts or any combination. Negotiating contracts is different from the technical and legal aspects of contracts. Both ‘contract negotiation skills’ and ‘contracting expertise’ are essential competencies for all partners in a collaboration.

Timely contracting: enabling all prospective partners to participate in all aspects of contract formulation at a time when changes to contracts can still be made.

Existing Solution(s)
- Refer to existing guidelines like the KFPE principles.
- Establish a competent research contracting office at national and/or institutional level. It is probably no longer a ‘fair’ solution to contract with individuals in institutions – instead, all contracting should be done through research contracting / management offices that are properly constituted. These offices are far better placed to ensure fairness to all – including countries, communities and organisations – and to maximize transparency (see later).
- Ensure that there is access to such competence for all stakeholders.

10 Fair Research Contracting. COHRED. www.cohred.org/frc
13 Institut de Recherche pour le Développement, Guide des Bonnes Pratiques de la Recherche pour le Développement. 2012.
15 For more existing best practice guidelines, please visit the RFI website: http://rfi.cohred.org
INDICATORS for topic 3

1.3.1. Role clarification in research partnerships.

1.3.1.A. Describe how your organisation arrives at an explicit statement on roles, responsibilities, fair contributions and fair benefits for all partners during the (4) key stages of the research: design, implementation, writing up, and follow up actions – before research begins? In particular, how are the following areas addressed.
   - *Authorship* on any publication resulting from this study.
   - *Feedback to study population*
   - *Follow-up Actions*. [Data ownership and Intellectual Property Rights related to research projects are dealt with separately later].

1.3.1.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on dealing with sharing of authorship, feedback requirements to communities / populations where research was conducted, and requirements for follow up actions after research findings have been announced, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.3.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of dealing with these three issues in particular: sharing of authorship, feedback requirements to communities / populations where research was conducted, and requirements for follow up actions after research findings have been announced?

1.3.2. SOPs for conflict resolution.

1.3.2.A. Describe how your organisation deals with conflicts arising after the commencement of a research collaboration. What mechanisms are in place? How are these mechanisms developed and agreed upon between partners?

1.3.2.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on dealing with conflicts in research collaborations, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.3.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve ability to minimize risk for conflict to arise, to maximize ability for early conflict resolution, and to minimize the impact of any conflicts that do arise.

1.3.3. Making potential impact explicit before starting research.

1.3.3.A. Describe the measures that your organisation has in place to state the explicit benefits to participant populations – at time of study and partnership development. Description of benefits can be short-, medium- and long-term, and also in the form of direct benefits to study populations and in terms of health or research system development.

1.3.3.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on creating explicit benefit descriptions before the research starts, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.3.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve on this, i.e. to make sure that a priori total benefit statements become part of contracts and partnership agreements?
TOPIC 4. ENSURING THAT MATCHING AND OTHER CO-FINANCING MECHANISMS DO NOT UNDERMINE OPPORTUNITIES FOR FAIR PARTICIPATION OF ALL PARTNERS

Why is ‘ensuring that matching and other co-financing mechanisms do not undermine partner opportunities’ a Reporting Topic?

‘Co-payments’ are increasingly expected as part of partnerships. This may imply equal financial contributions even though standard of living in one partner institution or country is substantially higher/lower than in another. As a result, equality in payments are not usually possible, which is often a major reason why partnership equality suffers also in other areas, such as decision-making in study design or focus.

Definitions
Matching contributions: Usually, but not always, this is used in the sense of ‘making equal financial contributions’, though other ratios than 50/50 can also be specified.

Fair matching contributions: Specification of expected financial contributions that includes an accepted measure of weighing the financial contribution in terms of the partner’s or partner country’s overall income, standard of living, or purchasing power, or other measure of wealth.

Existing Solution(s)
• Negotiate financial contributions in terms of i) roles and responsibilities in the collaboration, ii) using a weighed measure of ability to contribute financially. For countries, World Bank listings such as GDP, GNP or status as low, lower-middle, higher-middle- and high income ranking can be used. Alternatively, organisational research budgets, hamburger equivalents, and others are available to create a weighing. There is no generally accepted standard to measure research specific weights at this time.

---

17 Edejer, T. North-South research partnerships: the ethics of carrying out research in developing countries. BMJ. 1999 August 14; 319(7207): 438–441.
INDICATORS for topic 4

1.4.1. Equal co-financing.

1.4.1.A. How does your organisation deal with differences in spending ability between partners? In particular, how does your organisation decide what would be ‘fair’ co-financing in terms of financial contribution to total research expenditures. How does it deal with substantial differentials in currency strength and organisational budgets of partners in a partnership? What would you consider ‘fair’ or ‘equitable’ if there are great differentials in purchasing power?

1.4.1.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on dealing with differences in financial contributions and in financial capacity to contribute, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.4.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of dealing with the relations between research partners that contribute or that can only contribute in unequal measure?

1.4.2. Alternatives to equal co-financing.

1.4.2.A. How does your organisation measure non-financial contributions of partners? Is this made explicit? How is equality in partnership defined beyond ‘equal co-financing’ or ‘co-financing in proportion to benefits’?

1.4.2.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on dealing with non-financial contributions to research collaborations, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.4.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of dealing with measuring non-financial contributions to research collaborations and how this will be used to off-set financial contributions?

1.4.3. Research outside national priorities and co-financing.

1.4.3.A. In research collaborations where the research does not directly address established national health or development priorities, it cannot be expected that national budgets are used to ‘match’ partner contributions. How does your organisation discount the absence of matching in defining equity in the partnership in such cases – i.e. consider partners equal in spite of low or no financial or other contributions?

1.4.3.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on dealing with requirements for financial or non-financial contributions when research does not address institutional or national priorities of a partner, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.4.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of dealing with requirements for partner contributions when not dealing with institutional or national priorities?
Why is ‘recognition of unequal research capacities and providing appropriate measures’ a Reporting Topic?

Collaborations are key to research development.\textsuperscript{18,19} Successful collaborations do not just depend on field-specific research expertise. Successful collaborations are also crucially dependent on the institutional / organisational ability to manage all the processes surrounding actual research – including project management, financial management, contracting and contract negotiations. A reduced capacity in any of these areas may mean reduced ability for some partners to obtain fair terms for collaboration, to guarantee financial transparency, or to deliver projects on time. For the entire partnership, important gaps in management capacity puts delivery and quality of research results, as well as reputations at risk. There is, therefore, a special responsibility for institutions in the role of ‘lead partner’ to assess key management competencies of partners and to provide appropriate supporting actions where needed, as part of beginning of research collaborations.

Definitions

Research management capacity: the ability to manage research projects and programmes in terms of financing, human resources, communication, contracting and contract negotiation, and logistics. It is a collective term for using the resources needed to successfully complete research projects or programmes with most efficient use of resources, while maximizing impact. Research management is a complex field and few, if any organization, government or business, has all competencies needed - at least not in the same level of expertise.

\textit{NB. “Research Management” is also used in a narrower sense: that of project management of individual research projects. For purposes of this RFI Reporting Guide, it is used in the broader sense outlined above.}

Existing Solution(s)

\begin{itemize}
\item COHRED provides specific expertise in contract negotiation and contracting through its Fair Research Contracting group. See: \url{www.cohred.org/frc}
\item The ESSENCE group of research funders provides a guide on research budgeting. See: \url{http://www.who.int/tdr/publications/five_keys/en/}.
\item In accounting, there are several international standards for financial reporting. Choose one of these.
\end{itemize}


INDICATORS for topic 5

1.5.1. Research Management Capacity.

1.5.1.A. Does your organisation conduct research management capacity assessments of partners – specifically when your organisation is the ‘lead’ partner in a research programme? How is adequacy and competence assessed, and are there mechanisms to increase this capacity as part of the partnership?

1.5.1.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on evaluating research management capacity (within your own organisation or in partner organisations), please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.5.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice dealing with research management assessment and taking of supportive actions as part of research collaborations?

1.5.2. Financial Management Capacity.

1.5.2.A. Does your organisation conduct a financial management capacity assessment or audit of partners – specifically when your organisation is the ‘lead’ partner in a research programme? How is adequacy and competence assessed, and are there mechanisms to increase this capacity as part of the partnership? What internationally accepted accounting practice to you use, and which do you require that your partners use – if you are the ‘lead’ partner?

1.5.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on evaluating financial management of research capacity (within your own organisation or in partner organisations), please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.5.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice dealing with financial management assessment and taking of supportive actions as part of research collaborations?

1.5.3. Contracting and Contract Negotiation capacity.

1.5.3.A. Does your organisation assess contracting and contract negotiation capacity of partners – specifically when your organisation is the ‘lead’ partner in a research programme? How is adequacy and competence assessed, and are there mechanisms to increase this capacity as part of the partnership – especially before contracts are signed?

1.5.3.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on evaluating research contracting capacity and on supportive measures your organisation can provide or require to increase gaps, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

1.5.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice dealing with deficiencies in contracting capacities between partners in a research collaboration?
Other Information Related to Increasing “Fairness of Opportunity”:

In selecting 5 topics and 15 indicators of ‘Fairness of Opportunity’, the RFI is inevitably over-simplifying in the pursuit of optimizing its cost-effectiveness. Your organisation may well make other contributions to improving the participation of all concerned in research at relevant stages of study development. Please describe any actions, current or past, that reflect your intent and impact in this area. This can be in the form of case-studies, actual examples, reports or third-party comments concerning such efforts.

Any additional information is welcome and encouraged.

Attach documents here / provide URLs to any materials, case studies, examples, reports, etc. that you want to share to illustrate other actions your organisation is providing or requiring as part of increasing ‘fairness of opportunity’.
Domain 2 aims to improve fairness in how research is conducted and research partnerships and programmes are implemented. Domain 2 encourages all who engage in research collaboration to make explicit their actions in five key aspects of research programme implementation. Expectations of different partners are usually different, sometimes very different. By creating clarity in how organisations deal with these challenges in principle and in practice, research stakeholders can reduce negative consequences of miscommunications or misunderstandings and can increase the capacity of all partners to live up to the expectations that others may have of them.

Topic 6. Minimizing Negative Impact of Research Programmes on Health and Other Systems

Why is ‘minimizing negative impact of research programmes on health and other systems’ a Reporting Topic?

Even when collaborative research focuses on research priorities of the population in which research is conducted, there may still be harmful effects for the community. Requesting that research collaborations and partners reflect not only on the potential benefits in terms of the research topic, but also on potential negative impact on other parts of communities and countries can help avoid harmful consequences.

Examples include:

- Recruiting nurses out of the health service as trial monitors in a large clinical trial in resource-poor settings may deprive the health system of essential staff needed to deliver care.
- External researchers may cause health, cultural or social harms through the manner in which research is being conducted, results are being reported or health interventions based on the research are being implemented if they do not have sufficient access to local expertise.
- Externally funded research may take up the time and resources of nationally funded institutions and experts so that locally needed research may suffer.

Existing Solution(s)

- Include an explicit review of ‘side-effects’ or ‘non-intended consequences’ and of ‘opportunity costs’ of research collaborations, especially where it concerns research in resource-poor populations or countries.
- Engage local scientists – and, where appropriate, community representatives – in study design and implementation.
- Ensure that communication between partners remains consistently high and examines potential negative impact throughout the collaboration.
- Use existing guidelines for fair research partnerships and practice while preparing and conducting research are adopted during the research programme.
- Find, modify and simplify existing (environmental, biodiversity, policy, etc.) impact assessment protocols, as there is no ‘research impact assessment’ tool available at this time.

---

Shuchman M, Wondimagegn D, Pain C, Alem A. Partnering with local scientists should be mandatory. Nat Med. 2014;20:12


There are many more existing guidelines. Please visit the RFI website to access more: http://rfi.cohred.org
INDICATORS for topic 6

2.6.1. Assessing potential harm of research.

2.6.1.A. Research programmes that have large budgets or human resources and infrastructure requirements may reduce the ability for normal service delivery because of reducing access to staff and facilities, for example. This may be particularly noticeable in, but not limited to, collaborative health research in low income countries.

Does your organisation conduct a ‘system impact assessment’ of partners – specifically when your organisation is the ‘lead’ partner in a research programme – and particularly when conducting research in low-resource environments? How is potential negative impact assessed, and how is it communicated between partners?

2.6.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for impact assessment of research collaborations in which your organisation is a partner, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.6.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to impact assessment of research collaborations?

2.6.2. Reducing negative impact of research.

2.6.2.A. Should the ‘system impact assessment’ demonstrate potential for unintended harm to people or services, does your organisation have policies or mechanisms in place that enable research leaders to put in place preventive actions rapidly?

2.6.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance or budgets to prevent negative impact of research collaborations, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.6.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to preventing negative impact, if any, of research collaborations – especially in low-income countries and populations?

2.6.3. Compensation for unintended (negative) consequences of research.

2.6.3.A. If, in spite of taking adequate preventive action, there are substantial negative consequences of research programmes for individuals, populations or countries, how does your organisation deal with this effectively and adequately? How does it involve all partners? What compensatory mechanisms does your organisation make available?

2.6.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance or budgets to provide compensation for negative impact of research collaborations, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.6.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to preventing negative impact, if any, of research collaborations – especially in low-income countries and populations?
TOPIC 7. FAIR LOCAL HIRING, TRAINING AND SOURCING

Why is ‘fair local hiring, training and sourcing’ a Reporting Topic?
The ‘business of research’ is a key benefit of engaging in research – beyond the primary knowledge generation or product/service development. Salaries for consultants, purchase of consumables and hiring of external support services can multiply the health and economic impact of research and innovation to partners well beyond direct research equipment, facilities and salaries contributed to the partnership. Failure to come to fair agreements is likely to deprive host institutions and countries of such benefits and to favour the lead institutions or sponsoring countries.

Definitions
Local sourcing and content: Refers to staff, facilities, consumables, or services used in research that are sourced from countries or institutions in which research partners are located.

Existing Solution(s)
- An explicit assessment can be done of what can be (reasonably) sourced locally or regionally, including expertise, networks and business. A plan to maximize use of local resources should become part of a best practice contract.
- There is a wealth of literature on ‘research capacity building’. Use one of the many guides and guidelines available from the RFI Website resource pages: http://rfi.cohred.org/relevant-source-documents-papers-books-and-websites/

References
INDICATORS for topic 7

2.7.1. Local staffing.

2.7.1.A. How does your organisation decide on hiring local staff? What criteria are being used for bringing in expatriate staff in international collaborations? Does your organisation have standards or SOPs related to hiring and remuneration of local staff?

2.7.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on hiring local or expatriate staff, or that deal with remuneration for each group, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.7.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to hiring local staff?

2.7.2. Local sourcing of consumables and services.

2.7.2.A. How does your organisation decide on bringing in consumables from outside the country in which research is being conducted? What criteria are being used? Does your organisation have standards or SOPs related to optimizing use of local materials?

2.7.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on local sourcing of consumables and services, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.7.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to local sourcing of consumables and services?

2.7.3. Support for local capacity development.

2.7.3.A. Where there is lack of availability of local expert staff, or inability to produce consumables or services of sufficient quality to satisfy research standards requirements, what does your organisation do to increase local staff and/or increase ability to produce quality products and services locally?

2.7.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on local sourcing of consumables and services, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.7.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to local sourcing of consumables and services?
TOPIC 8. RESPECT FOR AUTHORITY OF LOCAL ETHICS REVIEW SYSTEMS

Why is having ‘respect for authority of local ethics review systems’ a Reporting Topic?
Research Ethics Review Committees (RECs) or Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) are essential components of good research systems. Besides aiming to maximize protection for people participating in research, RECs/IRBs have influence on study design, protocol execution, population selection, benefit sharing at individual, community and, sometimes, institutional and national levels. Lack of expertise results in one-sided reviews that may often not optimize protection and benefits of host countries, institutions or populations.29 30

Existing Solution(s)
- There are many REC/IRB training courses available around the world. Assessment of host expertise in this field may show deficiencies, in which case remedial steps can be taken, for example, specific additional training related to research topics or provision of a budget31 for a host to appoint a third party as a reviewer.
- Install an expert support system, such as the RHInnO Ethics platform (www.rhinno.net) or some of the many other ethics review capacity services available. Some are listed on the RFI website resource pages: http://rfi.cohred.org/relevant-source-documents-papers-books-and-websites/
- Most international ethics guidelines are widely read and accepted as best practice. Make an explicit statement in the RFI Report on which (one or more) are the foundation for your organisation’s policies and practices in ethics review of research collaborations.

INDICATORS for topic 8

2.8.1. Research Ethics Approval.

2.8.1.A. In many types of research, but particularly in research for health, research ethics review and approval is obligatory. In international collaborative research, multiple RECs/IRBs are engaged. Most ethics guidelines state or imply that the REC/IRB representing a country or population should have final say in approving research programmes. Does your organisation have SOPs dealing with the ethics review of research in which you participate? Does it specify the need for and process of finding local REC/IRB, and indicate where final responsibility for approval lies? Does it specify which international ethics guidelines are the basis for your organisation’s policies and practices related to ethics review?

2.8.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on ethics review requirements in collaborative research projects, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.8.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to increasing respect for local ethics review of research in which your organization is a partner?

2.8.2. **Supporting local Research Ethics Review capacity.**

2.8.2.A. Particularly, but by no means exclusively, in low- and middle-income countries or populations, there may be a lack of expertise, facilities, software or administrative competence in local RECs/IRBs. This may seriously hamper local participants but also may cause unnecessary delays in the approval process. Does your organisation have resources and plans available with which to support REC/IRB capacity to conduct high quality ethics review efficiently, such as the use of digital platforms, or access REC/IRB administrative support on-line?

2.8.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on supportive actions for ethics review capacity in partner institutions or countries, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.8.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to increasing respect for local ethics review of research in which your organization is a partner?

2.8.3. **Enabling access to global expertise.**

2.8.3.A. Increasingly complex research is needed to deal with increasingly complex global health, environment and development problems. Even RECs/IRBs in well-resourced settings may have difficulty finding high level expertise able to provide competent ethical review of specific research project. Does your organisation have policies and resources to support all partners requiring additional ethics review capacity to obtain this independently of the main sponsor(s)?

2.8.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on supportive actions to provide additional ethics expertise to partner institutions or countries, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.8.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to providing high level ethics expertise to support ethical decision making in partner institutions or countries?
TOPIC 9. DATA OWNERSHIP, STORAGE, ACCESS AND USE

Why is having ‘data ownership, storage, access and use’ a Reporting Topic?
Provisions for sharing ownership of data, data storage, access to data and other collected information and use of this information can influence the benefits individuals, institutions and countries may derive from research and can reduce the research’s positive impact on global health. Often, conditions are written in a way that is preferential to research sponsors or high income country institutions, or, in general, to organisations that have access to expert legal support. In addition, there is often national legislation dealing with these issues – but this may still be lacking in many low and middle income countries. Even well intended requirements to ‘share raw data’ may put some partners at a disadvantage simply because the time period before sharing is too short to complete analyses. This may result in loss of opportunity to publish or, worse, in loss of intellectual property rights.

Existing Solution(s)
- Use existing contracting guidelines such as Fair Research Contracting (FRC)
- Institutions in the United Kingdom are supported in contracting between academic institutions and the private sector through the Lambert Toolkit
- Use one of the many intellectual property guidelines
- Access the services of commercial IP lawyers who will give their time for free to ‘deserving causes’ through PIIPA (www.piipa.org)

INDICATORS for topic 9

2.9.1. Data Ownership Agreements.

2.9.1.A. How does your organisation decide on data ownership agreements with all partners if your organisation is the ‘lead’ partner? And what requirements are in place for your own organisation to share in ownership even if your organisation is not the ‘lead’ partner? Does financial contribution matter when deciding on data-ownership and use?

2.9.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for data ownership and sharing of this, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.9.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to sharing data ownership?
2.9.2. **Material Transfer Agreements.**

2.9.2.A. How does your organisation decide on material transfer agreement, including storage and future use, between partners if your organisation is the ‘lead partner’? And if you are not the ‘lead’ partner? Do you use internationally accepted MTAs or do you use other?

2.9.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for material transfer agreements, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.9.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to material transfer agreements?

2.9.3. **Rights of Use of Data for Publication.**

2.9.3.A. How does your organisation deal with rights of use of data from studies in which your organisation is a partner? What are the key considerations in sharing the rights of use of data, and ability to publish results, by all partners in a partnership?

2.9.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for publication agreements, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.9.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice related to publications agreements?
TOPIC 10. ENCOURAGE FULL COST RECOVERY BUDGETING AND COMPENSATION FOR ALL PARTNERS

Why is ‘encouraging full cost recovery budgeting and compensation’ a Reporting Topic?
Inadequate provision for overhead costs results in chronically under-funded research institutions that have no budgets for staff development, establishment of communication offices, subscriptions to professional literature, hiring contracting and negotiating expertise, purchase of IT research or ethics management systems, financial management systems, high level reporting, and so much more that makes a great research institution a great research institution. It can also keep low-middle income countries and institutions in a state of perpetual dependence on decisions by expatriate partners and research funders.

Definitions
Full cost recovery budgeting: Ensuring that all costs to deliver research outputs are covered in financial agreements of research partnership – and not just ‘direct’ costs or other selective costs like consumables, equipment or facilities. All costs, including administration, research management, communication, infrastructure upkeep, transport, and more – in short – all costs necessary to ensure that research can be done excellent and on time, are included in ‘full cost recovery’ budgets.

Existing Solution(s)
- Build agreements on the systems that need to be in place using the Research Fairness Initiative as a guide.
- Agreements from any lead partner or external research sponsor to engage in joint budgeting for all reasonable overhead costs – not simply allowing a maximum percentage of grant.
- Providing realistic and equitable allocations to overhead costs for all partners – taking into consideration that different partners may have very different base-funding.

INDICATORS for topic 10

2.10.1. Full Cost Recovery Budgeting.

2.10.1.A. In collaborative research, existing services and infrastructure are often taken for granted. ‘Overhead’ or ‘indirect’ costs are not adequately compensating for existing staff, facilities and services. Does your organisation require that itself and its partners do ‘full cost recovery’ budgeting as opposed to ‘marginal’ or other incomplete recovery budgeting?

2.10.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance budgeting in research partnerships, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.10.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice to achieve full cost recovery budgeting of partners in research collaborations?

2.10.2. Improving/Standardizing Budgeting.

2.10.2.A. Does your organisation assess competence of partners in providing standardized budgets? Does your organisation prescribe or recommend international research budgeting guidelines? Does your organisation provide financial expertise to partners needing support to prepare and manage research budgets?

2.10.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance budgeting and/or in supporting budgeting for research partners who may need it, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.10.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice to ensure competency and standardization of research budgeting in all partners in research collaborations?

2.10.3. External Financial Audit.

2.10.3.A. Does your organisation adhere to internationally accepted accounting practices, including the conduct of external financial audit on research programmes? Does your organisation require your partners in research to do the same, particularly, but not exclusively, when your organisation is the ‘lead’ partner?

2.10.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for external financial audit of research projects, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

2.10.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice to ensure competency and use of external financial audit for research collaborations?

Other Aspects of “Fair Process”:

In selecting 5 topics and 15 indicators of ‘Fair Process”, the RFI is inevitably over-simplifying in the pursuit of optimizing its cost-effectiveness. Your organisation may well make other contributions to improving fairness in how research is conducted and research partnerships and programmes are implemented. Please describe any actions, current or past, that reflect your intent and impact in this area. This can be in the form of case-studies, actual examples, reports or third-party comments concerning such efforts.

Any additional information is welcome and encouraged.

Attach documents here / provide URLs to any materials, case studies, examples, reports etc that you want to share to illustrate other actions your organisation is providing or requiring as part of increasing ‘fairness of opportunity’.
Domain 3 deals with improving fairness in sharing the costs, benefits and outcomes of research. In specific, this component of the RFI focuses both on short-term costs, benefits and outcomes of individual studies, but also on the medium- and long-term impact that research collaboration can have on the ability of partners to grow their own research capacity, increase their ability to compete in attracting research and research funding, on social impact, and on future economic benefits of research in terms of economic activity, technology sector growth, and both technical and social innovations benefits accruing to all in the partnership.

**Topic 11. Research System Capacities**

Why is ‘research system capacities’ a Reporting Topic?
Any knowledge-based society needs a strong research (and innovation) system. Similarly, to be successful in business requires access to cutting-edge science. To develop this, partnering with others for expertise, funding, access to critical technologies or to populations is essential. Therefore, besides the new knowledge gained by research collaborations, a key outcome for all stakeholders is increased research capacity and ability to compete in the market for researchers, research funds and research partnerships. In any consideration of research, the impact of research collaborations on institutional or national research capacity is an essential aspect.

Definitions
Research (and innovation) system: the total of institutions, individuals, governance, legislation and economic activity that contributes to research (and translating research into scalable products).

Research system capacity: the ability of the research system to deal effectively with research needs to address local / national priorities and to be competitive in the international environment to attract the best personnel, external investments and research partnerships.

Existing Solution(s)
- There is a wealth of literature on research capacity building, and some on evaluation. Much of this focuses on training of individuals rather than on increasing research system performance. Some publications are available through the RFI Website resource page: http://rfi.cohred.org/relevant-source-documents-papers-books-and-websites/
- An institution can obtain research system capacities by adopting fairness guidelines like the Research Fairness Initiative.

---

43 See for example: http://www.who.int/tdr/publications/seven-principles/en/
INDICATORS for topic 11

3.11.1. Training.

3.11.1.A. As part of research partnerships, does your organisation require and/or provide resources for training and higher education of research staff? If so, how does your organisation determine priorities? What proportion of budgets is spent on training? Does your organisation specify requirements or budget allocations for this purpose?

3.11.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for budgeting on expert level training or providing such training in other ways, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.11.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of providing training to or require training from partners in research collaborations?

3.11.1. Research Management.

3.11.2.A. As part of research partnerships, does your organisation require and/or provide resources for training and higher education of staff concerned with managing research in partner-institutions? Consider ‘research management staff’ in a broad sense: financial, project management, communication, contract managers, community or business liaison, and more. If so, how does your organisation determine priorities? What proportion of budgets is spent on training? Does your organisation specify requirements or budget allocations for this purpose?

3.11.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for budgeting for or providing expert level research management training, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.11.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of providing research management training to or require such training from partners in research collaborations?

3.11.1. Increase (Predictable) Funding.

3.11.2.A. Small research organisations, research organisations in countries where there is little national research financing, or research and innovation ‘start-ups’ can successfully apply for competitive grants. Competitive grant-making favours large research bodies over smaller, and works better in research systems that have predictable basic financing mechanisms available to support periods in which organisations do not have access to competitive grants. Does your organisation support partners to become better able to access competitive grants, and to advocate national authorities to increase research system funding in a more predictable manner?

3.11.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance for supporting partners from resource-poor settings or require this to be provided from partners or sponsors in high income settings, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.11.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of supporting the growth of predictable financing as part of collaborative research?
TOPIC 12. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND TECH TRANSFER

Why is ‘intellectual property rights and tech transfer’ a Reporting Topic?
Unfair provisions of sharing intellectual property rights will affect the individuals, institutions and countries that have participated or invested in the research negatively, reducing the potential benefits they would have received if intellectual property rights were shared. 

Existing Solution(s)
- Use existing contracting guidelines such as ‘WIPO Standards, Recommendations and Guidelines.’
- Use the services of national IP offices, or organisations like PIIPA (www.piipa.org)
- Engage with COHRED’s Fair Research Contracting team

INDICATORS for topic 12

3.12.1. Technology Transfer.

3.12.1.A. Does your organisation have SOPs or standard guidelines on technology transfer, specifically to partners in low- and middle-income countries and populations?

3.12.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on technology transfer to research partners, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.12.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of technology transfer?


3.12.2.A. Does your organisation have explicit pre- and post-research discussions and negotiations with all partners concerning the sharing of IPR – now and in the future? How are disagreements dealt with? If you make no provision for sharing, how do you justify ‘fairness’ in research partnerships? While addressing this particular indicator and topic, reflect on all patents, trademarks, industrial designs and plant varieties that have or should have intellectual property rights linked to them. Familiarise yourselves with the right to file applications for registration at an international level for trademarks with the Madrid System, or the Hague System for industrial design protection.

3.12.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance sharing of IPR with research partners, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.12.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of sharing IPR with partners in research collaborations?

---

47 ibid
3.12.3. Contracting Support for IPR.

3.12.3.A. Contracting for IPR is notoriously complex, and the field is rapidly changing. Even accomplished partners in high-income countries may not be able to remain up to date to the extent that competent contracting can be done. How does your organisation provide (as ‘lead’ partner) or require (as ‘other partner’) support for IPR contracting to ensure fairness?

3.12.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance obtaining or providing IP contracting support, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.12.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of supporting partners or requiring support from partners to better negotiate IPRs in research collaborations?
TOPIC 13. INNOVATION SYSTEM CAPACITIES

Why is ‘innovation system capacities’ a Reporting Topic?
For purposes of this RFI Reporting Guide, we define ‘innovation system capacity’ as the ability of countries or institutions to transform research knowledge into useful and scalable products or services. Countries with high innovation system capacities benefit from spin-off economic activities where innovations can be produced, jobs can be created and new patents can be locally filed. Thus, many benefits result from innovation system capacities that are created beyond the primary knowledge generation or product/service development and beyond direct impact on health of a population.\(^\text{48}\)

Existing Solution(s)
- Create specific commercialization plans, and support partners’ ability to take new knowledge into production for scalable solutions.\(^\text{49, 50}\)
- Refer to increasing impact evaluations of ‘innovation hubs’.
- Involve Ministries of “Trade and Industry” in research partnership design.

INDICATORS for topic 13

3.13.1. Localizing innovation.
3.13.1.A. Does your organisation include in research contract negotiations and in research partnership agreements clear statements on how future spin-off economic activities resulting from the research will be shared with all partners?

3.13.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on localizing innovation capacity to research partners, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.13.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of localizing innovation system capacities?

3.13.2. Financing to link Research with Innovation.
3.13.2.A. Does your organisation take responsibility for financing actions following conclusion of research that deal with producing scalable products or services?

3.13.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on taking responsibility to follow through research knowledge generation with creating scalable products or services, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.13.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of moving beyond research to innovation?

\(^{48}\) Heierli U, Lengeler CHRISTIAN. Should bednets be sold, or given free. The role of the private sector in malaria control. 2008.
3.13.3. **Support Innovation Culture.**

3.13.3.A. If your organisation does not provide finances to support innovation, does your organisation facilitate institutional or national discussions on this matter – supporting partners to make sure that research does not end with publications only?

3.13.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on stimulating transformation from knowledge into scalable products or services, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.13.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of advocacy and stimulation of an innovation culture?
TOPIC 14. DUE DILIGENCE

Why is ‘due diligence’ a Reporting Topic?
Excellent research requires excellent research institutions, which in turn can be boosted by a system conducive to research and innovation. Inadequate provision for minimizing the environmental, social and cultural impact of research and innovation activities may limit future research opportunities of institutions or countries. Similarly, positive actions should be reflected upon and adopted whilst conducting research, such as following and implementing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and encouraging women’s participation in science.

Existing Solution(s)
- Conduct a pre-research assessment to identify key areas on environmental impact in the context of the research that is being contemplated.
- Create a plan that addresses these environmental, social and cultural concerns without detracting from the primary research purpose and without (unreasonable) increase in project costs.⁵¹
- Refer to national and international guidelines stimulating the equal participation of women in science.

INDICATORS for topic 14


3.14.1.A. Does your organisation assess or have criteria for its own workforce, and for that of its partners, concerning the participation of women in science, at all levels of research? Are there guidelines to act if inequity is found? [In cases where there is an under-representation of men, the same applies to dealing with this inequity.]

3.14.1.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on equal participation of women in science – in your own institutions or in partner institutions, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.14.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of increasing women’s participation in research collaborations?


3.14.2.A. Does your organisation have explicit policies or practices to ensure that research programmes asses, report and minimize environmental impact?

3.14.2.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on minimizing environmental impact of research collaborations, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.14.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of reducing environmental impact of research?

3.14.3. Achieving SDGs.

3.14.3.A. An overarching mechanism to support global development is to make positive contributions to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Does your organisation have explicit executive policies or strategies to maximize the contributions of its research collaborations towards achieving one or more SDGs?

3.14.3.B. If your organisation has SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance synergizing research collaborations with achievement of SDGs (or other development goals), please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.14.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of aligning your research efforts with organizational support to achieve SDGs?
TOPIC 15. EXPECTATION OF ALL PARTNERS TO ADHERE TO A BEST PRACTICE STANDARD IN RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS

Why is the ‘expectation of all partners to adhere to a best practice standard in research collaborations’ a Reporting Topic?
An institution or national body that adopts and follows nationally and/or internationally accepted best practice standards and guidelines is more likely to deal pro-actively with challenges and potentials of creating solid partnerships, is likely to have more lasting and efficient research relationships, will reduce its reputational risk and will have more credibility within its network of potential collaborators.

Existing Solution(s)
* There are several existing guidelines from a variety of organisations and countries – covering key aspects of the RFI. Adopt one or more as basis for organisational behaviour and making sure that key staff involved with research collaborations are aware of this. Examples include guidelines like the KFPE\(^{52}\), IRD\(^{53}\) and the CCGHR\(^{54}\) to name a few. More can be found at the RFI Website Resource Page: http://rfi.cohred.org/relevant-source-documents-papers-books-and-websites/

INDICATORS for topic 15

3.15.1. Partner Requirements for Fair Research Partnerships.

3.15.1.A. Does your organisation require its partners to produce RFI Reports on their own organisations, or to make explicit statements about adoption and use of existing codes of research practice? If not, how does your organisation create a culture of fairness in its research collaborations?

3.15.1.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on requirements for corporate behaviour in research collaborations and partnerships, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.15.1.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of requiring its partners to produce RFI Reports or make explicit statements on adoption and use of existing guidelines?

---

3.15.2. Sponsor Requirements for Fair Research Partnerships.

3.15.2.A. Does your organisation require its sponsors or funders to be RFI subscribers, or to make explicit statements about codes for fairness in funding in research and innovation? If not, how does your organisation ensure or attempt to ensure that research funder or sponsor demands do not create unfairness in partnerships?

3.15.2.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on requirements for research funder or research sponsor behaviour in research collaborations and partnerships, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.15.2.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of requiring its sponsors and funders to produce RFI Reports or make explicit statements on adoption and use of existing guidelines?

3.15.3. Fair Research Contracting.

3.15.3.A. Does your organisation have a research office that contracts and administers research funds? Does your organisation require that its research leaders, project managers or legal staff have an exposure to mechanisms and resources for fair research contracting – through course attendance, talks, web-site visits, or in any other way? How does your organisation engender a culture of ‘fairness’ in the contracts it negotiates and concludes?

3.15.3.B. If your organisation has a SOPs, Policy directives or other written Guidelines that provide instruction or guidance on requirements for research management staff to be trained and updated on ‘fair research contracting’, please attach or provide URL. If you do not have such documents, state that here.

3.15.3.C. What steps does your organization intend to take in the next one or two years to improve its policy and practice of requiring research management staff to be trained and remain updated on best practices in fair research contracting?

Other Aspects of “Fair Sharing of Benefits, Costs and Outcomes”:

In selecting 5 topics and 15 indicators of ‘Fair sharing of benefits, costs and outcomes’, the RFI is inevitably over-simplifying in the pursuit of optimizing its cost-effectiveness. Your organisation may well make other contributions to improving fairness in sharing the costs, benefits and outcomes of research. Please describe any actions, current or past, that reflect your intent and impact in this area. This can be in the form of case-studies, actual examples, reports or third-party comments concerning such efforts.

Any additional information is welcome and encouraged.

Attach documents here / provide URLs to any materials, case studies, examples, reports etc that you want to share to illustrate other actions your organisation is providing or requiring as part of increasing ‘fairness of opportunity’.

55 For example, COHRED’s Fair Research Contracting service: www.cohred.org/frc